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Goal

Control large-scale patterns while preserving fine-scale details

- Synthesize textures with desirable patterns
- Manipulate patterns in textures and images
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Interactive Merging
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Analyzing, manipulating, and synthesizing textures

- Texture Synthesis
- Near-Regular Textures
  - Symmetry Detection

Lattice detection is hard…
especially if there is none!
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Approximate Symmetry Representation:

“Reflective symmetry descriptor”, Kazhdan et al. 2003,
“Planar reflective symmetry transform”, Podolak et al. 2006, ...
Typical Texture Synthesis Pipeline
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Pattern Processing: Goal

Filter the symmetry representation: e.g.

○ Blur = make less symmetric
○ Sharpen = make more symmetric
○ Scale = scale pattern (same scale of texture details)
○ ...
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Represent large-scale patterns with approximate symmetry representations

Iteration 11
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Optimization Example

Represent large-scale patterns with approximate symmetry representations

Iteration 25

Perturb Patches to minimize $L_2$ distance
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Pattern Processing: Warping Texture

As-rigid-as-possible deformation
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Pattern Transfer: Goal

Transfer pattern of texture $g$ to texture $f$

Texture: $f$

Pattern: $g$

Result: $f'$
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Pattern Processing

Pattern Transfer

Pattern Optimization
Pattern Optimization: Goal

Optimize function defined over symmetry representation, e.g.

- Symmetrize
Pattern Optimization
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Blend edges + tile
Pattern Optimization: Tileable Texture

Blend edges + tile → Symmetrize
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Rotational symmetry

Reflective symmetry
Pattern Optimization: Rotational
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Most of the time is spent on iterative computation of a symmetry transform.

Total Time ≈ 1hr

Total Time ≈ 30min
Summary

General framework for operating on textures in symmetry space

Investigated applications: pattern transfer, pattern filtering and pattern optimization
Limitations

Must be gap in size between fine-scale details and large-scale pattern
Future work

Other applications

- Symmetry-guided manipulation of 3D geometries
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